The Browser is the
New Frontline Defense
for Endpoint Security
How Chrome Browser can play a central role
in your enterprise security strategy

Browsers as a Strategic Security Tool
Many people underestimate their browsers, thinking they are merely portals to the internet. But
browsers have evolved into sophisticated platforms. They compile and execute scripts and code,
help users eﬃciently search and navigate the web and their applications, deliver rich, immersive
experiences that blend text, images, audio, video, and virtual reality, and seamlessly integrate
multiple apps and extensions.
Browsers already have many features to enhance network and endpoint security. In fact,
browsers are uniquely situated to become a strategic layer in enterprise security. They lie at the
point where the web, users, and applications come together. They are perfectly positioned to:

Interact with users in real time and guide them
away from dangerous behaviors

Enforce user-centric security policies on endpoints

Support endpoint security across devices and
operating systems, simply and consistently

In this paper we will explore how browsers are able to perform these three
functions, with examples from Google Chrome Browser.
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Guide Users Away from
Dangerous Behaviors
Enterprises have invested billions of dollars in powerful security
tools for detecting malware and indicators of compromise on their
systems and networks. Unfortunately, adversaries can circumvent
most of them by exploiting the weakest point in corporate security:
computer and smartphone users, including employees,
contractors, customers, and suppliers.
Today’s phishing and social engineering attacks are very cleverly designed to lure users into
visiting hacker-controlled websites to download malicious ﬁles, enter credentials on forms, or
even transfer funds to unknown bank accounts. Even the best security awareness programs can
only reduce, but not eliminate, these harmful actions.
Browsers can prevent users from making mistakes by guiding them away from dangerous
behaviors. Chrome Browser provides excellent examples of features that alert users to possible
phishing and social engineering attacks and point them toward safe responses.
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Safe Browsing: Real-Time Protection
Against Phishing and Malicious Software

Safe Browsing in Chrome prevents users from
visiting infected and malicious sites on the web.

Google’s Safe Browsing service examines the contents of billions of web
pages and maintains a list of unsafe websites. The unsafe sites include sites
created by hackers and legitimate websites that have been compromised.
Google identiﬁes these sites based on the presence of malware,
participation in previous phishing and social engineering attacks, and links
or code that redirect users to an attack site. Additional indicators include
attempts to appear like other, trusted entities and websites, and text and
forms that ask users to share passwords, call a tech support number, or
download software. The Safe Browsing service currently lists more than
21,000 malware attack sites and 1.8 million phishing sites and sends more
than 3 million warnings to users every day.

Each time a user tries to navigate to a web page on the
Safe Browsing list, Chrome Browser displays a warning
with an explanation of the risk and a button that returns
the user to safety (see Figure 1). Chrome displayed over
a billion of such warnings in 2019.
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The Safe Browsing service updates its list every 30 minutes with newly discovered malware and
phishing sites and it’s enabled by default. When Enhanced Safe Browsing is enabled by an
administrator or end user, Chrome Browser will inspect each web page in real time. This real-time
inspection capability protects against adversaries who spin up new URLs every few minutes in order
to evade security tools that use conventional URL block lists. IT teams can centrally conﬁgure Safe
Browsing for their organization through a policy.

Google’s analysis shows that users who employ this feature
increase the effectiveness of phishing protection by 30%-50%.

Safe Browsing also protects users from abusive extensions and malicious software. When Chrome
starts or the Safe Browsing list is updated, Chrome scans extensions installed in the browser, and
compares them against abusive extensions on the Safe Browsing list. If there is a match, Chrome
disables the extension, informs the user, and sometimes provides options to remove or re-enable
the extension.
In a similar manner, when you download a ﬁle, Chrome Browser checks it against a list of potentially
dangerous ﬁle types such as executables and commonly-abused document types. If the safety of
the ﬁle cannot be veriﬁed, the Chrome Browser sends information to Google servers to determine if
the ﬁle is safe. If the reply is negative, a warning is displayed to the user. 1
Turning on Enhanced Safe Browsing will substantially increase protection from dangerous websites
and downloads. By sharing real-time data with Google Safe Browsing, Chrome can proactively
protect you against dangerous sites. If a user is signed in, Chrome and other Google apps you use
(Gmail, Drive, etc) will be able to provide improved protection based on a holistic view of threats you
encounter on the web and attacks against that Google Account. In other words, Enhanced Safe
Browsing brings the intelligence of Google’s cutting-edge security tools directly into the browser.
Safe Browsing also protects people as they use Google searches, Gmail, and Android smartphones
to perform a wide range of tasks.

1

More information about Google Safe Browsing is available in the Google Transparency
Report and in the Chrome privacy paper.
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Advanced Password Protection
For threat actors, user passwords can unlock access to networks, applications, and data. The problem is
particularly acute because many people use the same password for multiple accounts, and fail to change
passwords after they have been compromised. A comprehensive study of password reuse showed that 52%
of users either reuse the same password on two or more accounts or make minor modiﬁcations between
accounts that can be predicted by training-based algorithms. Moreover, more than 70% of users studied
were still reusing passwords more than a year after they had been lost in data breaches, and 40% were still
using compromised passwords after 3 years.2

Chrome has introduced several capabilities to prevent users from reusing
passwords and from using passwords that have been lost in data breaches.

With predictive phishing protection, users receive a warning when they enter any password stored in
the Chrome Password Manager into a suspected phishing site. This prevents attackers from capturing
corporate credentials and using them to penetrate the organization (or selling them to other attackers).
Password Alert is a policy for Chrome Browser that is available to organizations. When administrators
enable this capability, Chrome Browser detects users reusing corporate passwords on unapproved
websites. It alerts the users, warns them of a policy violation, and asks them to reset their passwords
(see Figure 2).3
End users can also get visibility into the health of their passwords. When users type credentials into a
website, Password Checkup, warns them if the username and password have been compromised in a
data breach, and suggests that the password be changed on every account where it has been used.
Users can also run Password Checkup at any time to see if passwords have been exposed in a data
breach, are weak, or are used in multiple accounts (see Figure 3).

2

The Next Domino to Fall: Empirical Analysis of User Passwords across Online Services, Chun Wang, Steve
T.K. Jan, Hang Hu, Douglas Bossart, Gang Wang, Department of Computer Science, Virginia Tech:
https://people.cs.vt.edu/gangwang/pass.pdf.
3
More information about Password Alert is available at Admin Essentials: Protecting enterprise credentials
with Password Alert and the Phishing prevention with Password Alert FAQ.
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Enforce Policies
Across Endpoints
Security policies are intended to prevent users from taking
dangerous actions such as surfing to infected websites or
downloading and installing malicious apps from online stores. In
both cases browsers are in a unique position to enforce those
policies consistently across many types of endpoints.
Some policies can be set individually by browser users, but here we will give examples of
policies that can be managed centrally with Chrome Browser Cloud Management or through
Group Policy and enforced on managed endpoints with the Chrome Browser. Chrome Browser
Cloud Management offers the added value of enforcing policies both on and off an enterprise’s
network, making it ideal for remote working scenarios.
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URL allow lists and deny lists
Administrators can create block lists to prevent users from going to known dangerous or inappropriate
URLs, or allow lists, to limit users to approved URLs. Block lists and allow lists can be applied selectively
to members of speciﬁed organizational units or user groups.

Control over apps and extensions
Downloadable apps and extensions are essential enablers of
the user experience. They enhance the functioning of browsers,
provide application functionality, and support access to data,
documents, and computing resources. However, many threat
actors lure users into downloading and installing malicious
software disguised as useful applications.
Chrome Browser Cloud Management allows administrators to
create and enforce block lists of known dangerous apps and
extensions. They can also restrict users to downloading
approved ones on an allow list.
In addition, administrators can block any app or extension that
requests speciﬁed permissions, for example permission to
access printers or USB ports, to write to the clipboard, to
capture audio or video, or to make web requests (see Figure 4).
These permissions can be problematic if an extension is
malicious.
In addition, administrators have visibility into the apps and
extensions installed on each managed endpoint. They can
block or force the installation of speciﬁc ones on all of their
organization’s managed endpoints (see Figure 5). This allows
them to block the execution of suspicious or non-work-related
apps and extensions, and to ensure that all systems have
software required for security or operational needs.
Administrators can export additional details related to
extensions through an API to further analyze or help prepare
security and compliance reports.
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Reducing the attack surface
Administrators can limit the ability of malicious web applications and extensions to misuse
endpoint resources, for example by blocking access to microphones, cameras, and USB devices,
or by preventing JavaScript from executing.

Enforcing two-factor authentication
Two-factor authentication protects systems and data even when passwords have been compromised.
With Chrome Browser, administrators can enforce the use of two-factor authentication using a variety
of authentication methods, including entering a code in text, tapping a prompt on a smartphone, and
using a physical security key that attaches to a USB port on the laptop or device.

Controlling legacy browsers
Some users continue to need access to old web applications that use plugins and
ActiveX technology not supported by the current generation of browsers. But
allowing the use of insecure legacy browsers that work with those applications
increases the risk of compromised endpoints and successful data breaches, as well
as creating performance and support issues.
Legacy Browser Support functionality is integrated into Chrome to minimize these
issues, and reduce the time users spend with less secure browsers. Administrators
can set policies so that users must use Chrome to access up-to-date corporate web
applications and external websites, and limit a legacy browser to be used for
speciﬁed applications that require one. Users can switch seamlessly between the
two as needed.
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Enabling privacy and confidentiality
Today, many endpoints are shared: as loaners and temporary systems for guests and contractors, as
public devices such as kiosks, as temporary workstations for mobile employees, and as part-time
personal devices loaned to friends and family members outside the oﬃce. In these situations, it is
imperative that users sharing a device not have visibility into each other’s activities, and in many cases
it is desirable that all record of those activities be deleted when users end their sessions.

On shared systems with Chrome Browser, administrators can enforce Guest
and Ephemeral modes. In both of these modes users cannot see or change
the Chrome profile info of other users.

In Guest mode, users start with a blank slate, with no bookmarks or enabled apps and extensions. At
the end of the session the browser erases browsing history information such as URLs visited, cached
page text, snapshots of pages visited, records of download ﬁles, and IP addresses of pages linked
from the websites visited.
In Ephemeral mode, users can enable Chrome sync to access their bookmarks (including corporate
bookmarks), browsing history, apps and extensions, corporate intranet pages, and corporate webmail,
as well as using features such as Cloud policy and password storage. However, at the end of the
session, all records of browsing activity are erased, just as in Guest mode.
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Manage Endpoint Security
Across Devices and
Operating Systems
Endpoint management is a challenging area for IT and security
organizations. Traditionally, administrators create different policies
and deploy different agents for different types of endpoints.
Updating and patching endpoint security tools is a chore, but failing
to update them can leave endpoints vulnerable to the latest
attacks.
In contrast, with a browser like Chrome, administrators can create one set of policies and apply
them across endpoints, with no need to deploy, update, or patch multiple agents. Users also
beneﬁt, because they experience consistent policies as they move from device to device.
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One tool for all desktop
operating systems
Chrome Browser Cloud Management enables
administrators to set and manage security

Security is important because what we
do is so sensitive. Chrome Browser
helps us to manage security across
every touch point, every laptop, every
user in our organization.”

policies from a single console for Chrome
browsers on endpoints running Windows,
MacOS, Linux, and Chrome operating systems.

Chief Technology Officer,
The Climate Corporation

Visibility
Chrome Browser Cloud Management provides central visibility into managed devices installed in
the organization, including their operating systems, the version of the Chrome Browser, the
extensions installed, and the number of policies being enforced (see Figure 6).
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Simple Management
Chrome Browser Cloud Management allows administrators to quickly create and deploy hundreds of
policies related to security, extensions, accessibility, content, display, authentication, legacy browser
support, network settings, password management, reporting, and many other topics.
Chrome browsers can be enrolled via Windows Group Policy or Preference ﬁle on Mac. Enrollment can
also be completed by running a ﬁle directly on the machine. Policies can be applied based on user
roles deﬁned in Active Directory, and browsers can be managed in groups based on location, device
type, and other factors. Administrators don’t have to worry about deploying agents to every endpoint.
Updated policies are pushed out to browsers automatically. Administrators can delegate selected
browser management tasks to IT professionals throughout the organization.

Integration with other security tools
Chrome Browser Cloud Management leverages your existing security and management solutions. It
shares information through APIs with products such as VMware Workspace One, Intune, and JAMF, as
well as with SIEMs and other security tools. And for organizations that prefer traditional Windows
management tools, Group Policy templates are available.
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Building Security into the Browser
Of course, to be an effective security tool,
the browser itself needs to be secure.

Sandboxing and site isolation
Chrome Browser implements sandboxing. Instead of handling its workload as one large browser process,
Chrome Browser separates into multiple separate processes and restricts the ability of processes to access
each other and other resources on the system. It also runs each app and extension in its own process.
For example, if an HTML page includes several JavaScripts, the browser will run HTML rendering in one
process and execute each JavaScript in its own, separate process. Chrome Browser changes the access
tokens for the processes so malicious code cannot affect or crash other processes, change ﬁles or registry
keys, write to the clipboard, perform screen scraping or keylogging, or take other dangerous actions. This
prevents many attackers from disrupting applications, installing persistent malware, accessing conﬁdential
data on the hard drive, or capturing user credentials.
Chrome Browser goes even farther on Windows, Mac, Linux, and
Chrome OS systems with a feature called site isolation. A single
web page might include content from two or more websites. With
site isolation, the content from each site runs in its own process
(Figure 7). This includes putting processes from cross-site
iframes into different processes from their parent.
Site isolation helps limit the effect of arbitrary code execution
attacks as well as speculative execution side-channel attacks like
Spectre and Meltdown. If an attacker manages to send malicious
code to the browser from a compromised website (like evil.com
in Figure 7), that code cannot steal information from other
websites (like bank.com in Figure 7), because the code from
those websites run in separate, protected process.
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Frequent, automated updates
Keeping browsers up to date is critical for protecting the workforce. Success in that area is only possible
when updates and patches can be deployed to the ﬁeld quickly, with minimal effort and hassle.
Chrome is optimized for this fast update model. Every browser checks for its own security updates at
regular intervals, and the updates are automatic, requiring no intervention from users. In addition, Google
distributes patches quickly. The company has cut the typical time from when a security bug is ﬁxed in an
open source library to the time the ﬁx is deployed in the ﬁeld (the “patch gap”) down to only 20 days –
faster than other widely-used browsers.

Patching and vulnerability management are huge for us.
Since Chrome Browser automatically updates, we can
breathe easier about security.”
Head of Security, Blend
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Conclusion
The browser is at the core of enterprise productivity. Today’s workforce
depends on the browser throughout the day, every day. They help users
work smarter and get more done as they work in the web across
different devices and platforms.
But browsers are not just about productivity. IT security professionals should start thinking about them
in a new way, as a key frontline defense for endpoints. Because browsers occupy the space on
endpoints where the web meets users and applications, they are in a unique position to monitor and
guide user behaviors in real time and to enforce critical security policies.
Chrome Browser can serve as a strategic layer in an enterprise’s defense-in-depth strategy. Features
such as Safe Browsing and password alert warn users of dangers on the web and security policy
violations, and lead them toward safer actions. Administrators can set and enforce policies at
endpoints with capabilities like block and allow lists for URLs, block lists, allow lists, and
permission-based blocking of apps and extensions, blocking and forced installation of apps and
extensions, enforcing the use of two-factor authentication, and allowing the controlled use of legacy
browsers. Chrome Browser and Chrome Browser Cloud Management make it easy to collect data
about devices and user activities and to manage and enforce policies consistently across multiple
devices and operating systems.

If you are an IT security professional, you should start thinking about browsers in
a new way, as a key frontline defense for endpoints. Start by learning how
Chrome Browser can strengthen the security of your enterprise while making
you more productive and effective in your job.
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